Powell BART Station

- There is no Early Bird Express Bus Service at this Station.
- Early Bird Express Bus Service is available at San Francisco Temporary Transbay Terminal.
- BART Train Schedule at Powell

Mobility Options
To get to San Francisco Temporary Transbay Terminal from Powell BART

- Muni Metro J/KT/M/L
- Muni Route L/N-Owl Buses
- Muni Route 5 Bus
- Muni Route 14 Bus
- Muni Route 38 Bus
- Walk 1.0 miles for 21 minutes
- Bike 1.1 miles for 7 minutes
- Ride taxi, Lyft, or Uber for 5 minutes and pay $4-$7

Parking – Not Available Here

Bicycle Parking – Bike Racks in the Center of the Terminal

Resources